
How Medica used Parashift’s IDP platform to improve data processing and save time and money.  

Overview
Medica is a nonprofit health plan with a 45-year history of providing affordable access to high-quality 
health care to customers and members and advancing health and wellness in the communities we serve. 
Headquartered in Minnetonka, Minnesota, Medica offers health insurance plans in nine states across 
America’s heartland. Medica serves almost 1 million members nationwide through employer, individual, 
family, Medicare, and Medicaid plans. 

As a health care payer, Medica is required to maintain its provider and practitioner demographic 
data within mandated turnaround times and feed its claims systems and directories with accurate 
practitioner data (e.g., locations, credentials, office hours, and practice areas).  

Medica receives more than 1,700 forms—handwritten and typed—per month, each with 50 to 1,100 
discrete pieces of data. The cost and time required to manually check and enter the data is significant, 
and the process is prone to errors that can affect claims and online provider search tools. 

Medica was looking for a solution that could automatically capture and extract a variety of provider 
documents to increase accuracy, reduce processing time, and minimize the cost of submitting changes 
into their systems. 

Solution
Parashift’s partner Symfact provides Medica’s platform of industry-leading software specializing in 
contract and compliance management and introduced Parashift to Medica. To make the process as 
straightforward as possible, Medica, Parashift, and Symfact implemented Parashift in two phases: 

• Collaboration: We collaborated to configure the various forms on the Parashift IDP platform. Medica 
teams upload documents to Parashift IDP for reading and correction. Parashift automatically extracts 
data into a spreadsheet that Medica imports into Symfact. 

• Integration: We integrated Parashift and Symfact so Medica works exclusively in Symfact and 
eliminate the import spreadsheet. Medica drops the form directly into Symfact, Parashift extracts 
the data and enters it in the correct fields in Symfact. Medica verifies accuracy and can easily make 
adjustments if necessary. 
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Positive results
Integrating Parashift has had numerous positive results: 

• Cost savings across Medica’s departments 

• Faster request creation 

• Streamlined process (no more interpreting provider forms) 

• Elimination of homegrown macros that are difficult to support 

• Elimination of manual data entry, improving keying errors 

• Ability to read multiple forms 

• Ability to create new forms in a manner for optimal machine-readable performance 

About Parashift 
Parashift helps automate structured and unstructured document processing easily and seamlessly. 
Parashift integrates with existing software to provide a value-added service to business processes. 

Ready-to-use document types make getting started easy. Or quickly create new document types with 
Parashift’s user-friendly document type editor. 

Stop wasting valuable resources on manual data entry. Let Parashift power your company’s automated 
document processing with fast and reliable results. 
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